AT Communication is pleased to announce the expansion of its Tactical range of transceivers with the launch of the Sentry-H™ High Frequency (HF) SDR radio.

AT Communication is pleased to announce the launch of the AT SA Situational Awareness Terminal.


AT Communication is pleased to announce the launch of the AT GNSS-01 Multi System GPS Receiver.

AT Communication is pleased to announce the launch of the AT USB-Logger for Voice and Data.

AT Communication new partner Exelis and PacStar.

CODAN Envoy™ Firmware V1.09.


High Data Rate Modems, Messaging Applications, and Modules.

Mobile Secure and Rugged Radio Terminals.

AT PPP Portable Power Pack.

Enhanced Security Options for Codan HF Transceivers.

Codan Envoy Digital Voice.

Distributor of Year CODAN 2013.

Codan Envoy Evolution Has Arrived.

3G ALE Codan 2110M Military HF Radio.

Codan Partner Award.

HF Transceiver CODAN Envoy.

KADEX 2010.

PRC 3088 Hand Held Transceiver.

Codan MRZ Commander system.

AT PRR1 Personal Role Radio.
Good News for our European customers
AT Electronic and Communication International Ltd
AT IP1 Internet Remote Interface
News for customer and business partners
We start distribution of New Telephone Interconnect
ICAO standard Selcall

Equipment
Contacts
Order
Dealers
AT Communication Systems
  AT MMS - Mission Management System
  AT Smartdec Perimeter Guard Ground sensors with UAV system
  AT Ground Surveillance System (GSS)
  AT SA - Situational Awareness System
  AT Tactical Networking System (TNS)

VHF Military Tactical Radios
  AT RF40 - Handheld Radio
  AT RF40V - VHF/UHF Vehicular Radio
  PR9560 Advanced VHF COMSEC/ECCM radio systems
  AT AR20 Automatic Rebroadcast Station
  AT RF23 EPM Handheld Transceiver
  AT RM20 Handset With Control
  AT RC20 Remote Control Unit
  AT RF2050 MultiBand Mobile Transceiver
  AT RF13 Portable VHF Transceiver
  AT RF13 Portable VHF Transceiver with Scrambler
  AT RF1305 VHF Mobile Package for Patrol Vehicles
  AT RF1325 25 Watt VHF Mobile Package
  AT RF1350 50 Watt VHF Mobile Package
  AT RF13 Portable VHF Transceiver Package
  AT RF13 VHF Portable Package Transceiver with scrambler
  AT RF13D Duplex VHF Transceiver
  AT RF1325 25 Watts VHF Duplex Transceiver Package
  AT AR13.1 VHF Automatic Rebroadcast Station
  AT AR13.2 VHF Automatic Rebroadcast Station
  AT RF20 MultiBand Handheld Transceiver
  AT RF20M MultiBand Mobile Package
  AT RF20 ECCM Handheld Multiband Transceiver Package
  AT PRC-3088 Tactical VHF Handheld Transceiver
VHF Broadband 30-88MHz Military Mobile Whip Antenna

MANET Radio
- TrellisWare TW-950 TSM Shadow Radio
- TrellisWare TW-130 WildCat II
- TrellisWare TW-225-01 CheetahNet Mini
- TrellisWare TW-400 CUB
- TrellisWare TW-850-01 TSM Ghost
- TrellisWare TW-600 Ocelot
- TrellisWare F-LDPC FEC
- TrellisWare JADIC - Joint Analog Digital Interference Cancellation
- TrellisWare Barrage Relay - Simplifying the Complex in Networking
- TrellisWare Waveforms

Military Intercom Systems
- AT DVIS - Digital Vehicle Intercom System
- AT DVIS - CMU - Central Multimedia Unit
- AT DVIS - EPU - Extended Processing Unit
- AT DVIS - ACU - Advance Crew Unit
- AT DVIS - BCU - Basic Crew Unit
- AT DVIS - EFT – Extended Field Telephone
- AT DVIS - LS- Loud Speaker
- AT DVIS - ANR - Active Noise Reduction Headsets
- AT DVIS - PSP – Power Surge Protector
- AT VICM 201 CCU Central Communication Unit
- AT VICM 202 - BCU - Basic Communication Unit
- AT VICM 203 - REU - Radio Extension Unit
- AT VICM 208 - SAI - Sophisticated Alarm Interface
- AT VICM 209 - PCI - Personal Communication Interface
- AT VICM 212 - FTI - Field Telephone Interface

Mesh Systems
- iMesh - Broadband IP Mesh Solution

LTE Systems
- Innovative Narrowband & Broadband Convergent Communication Solution
- Multi-Mode Advanced Radio
- RVM - Remote Video Speaker Microphone

DMR Radios
- E-Pack100 - Digital Wireless Ad Hoc Repeater
- PD98X DMR Radio
- RD98X - Powerful Digital Repeater
- RD98XS Series- Intelligent Super Repeater

Electronic Warfare Systems
STAR - Protection RCIED Jammers Family
STAR COM - VHF/UHF Communication Jammer
SYMON - Modular COMMS-ESM/COMINT System
SYMON Light - The Portable Radio Surveillance Station
AKRS - Radiosignal Analysis and Classification
IZ225 - Radio Receiver
POLIS - Police Command, Control and Operation System
SPECON - Spectrum Control SW
emSENSOR - Passive detection system
INCREMO - Recording and Information System
pTRACK-III - Tracking and Localization System
GEO3D - Geographical Visualizations
ANDROMEDA - Electronic protection against unmanned aerial systems

Night Vision Equipment
Tx ARMY Family – Thermal Imaging Devices
TSA-7 Thermal Imaging Sighting System
TSA-9 Thermal Imaging Sight
TSA-11 Thermal Imaging Sight
TCN-11 Thermal Imaging Clip-on
TGX-3/75 Thermal Imaging Binocular
TGX-8/75 Thermal Imaging Binocular
TMA-30M/55M Thermal Imaging Monocular
TMQ-19/20 Thermal Imaging Monocular
BCA-01 Ballistic Computer
Display Modules for Night Imaging Devices
Additional Equipment for Night Imaging Devices
Accessories for Thermal Imaging Devices
NVMA-14 Night Vision Monocular
NVGA-7/15 Night Vision Goggles
NVSA-2.5/4.5/6 Night Vision Sights
NVCOA-M/L/XL Night Vision Clip-ons
Additional Equipment for Night Vision
Accessories for Night Vision
KAZHAN-3K10 Optoelectronic Module
KAZHAN-3K15 / 3K22 Optoelectronic Modules
CORDON-3 Optical Reconnaissance System
TC-100 Modular Thermal Imaging Sighting System
TC-150 Modular Thermal Imaging Sighting System
CAYMAN-K2CO24 Driving Assistance and Security System
SYCH 5K10 The Complex of Reconnaissance and Optical Devices Detection
SYCH-H 6K10 Portable Device of Reconnaissance
TVC-3 Surveillance Camera
TVC-4 Surveillance Camera

Searchlights
LX50 II Searchlight
LX70 Searchlight
LX70 Superpower
Target-X - The New Generation Weapon Light System
Pan/Tilt unit - Searchlights with remote control

Military Digital Microwave Radio
RR 4702 - High Capacity LOS Radio Relay
TESlink 27 - High Capacity LOS Radio Relay

Surveillance Radars
AT LR Ground Surveillance Radar
AT PSR Perimeter Security Radar
AT PGSR Portable Ground Surveillance Radar
AT MGSS Mobile Ground Surveillance System

Battle Management System
MIL C4I - Battle System
PES - Personal Eye System
BES - Battle Eye System
IHTA - Intelligent HQ Assistant

GSM Encryption
GSMK CryptoPhone 600G
GSMK CryptoPhone IP 19
GSMK CryptoPhone IP Server System
GSMK Cryptophone PBX Gateway
GSMK Oversight
GSMK Overwatch

Personal Role Radio
AT PRR 1
AT PRR 1M

HF Encryption
RT1- In-Line Voice & Position Encryptor
Voice Encryptor for Codan HF transceivers

HF Transceivers Military
Military HF Transceivers
SENTRY-H SDR HF RADIO
HF Manpack Military Tactical Transceiver Codan 2110M, NATO Standard
Codan NGT MRx Military Transceiver
CODAN MRZ Strategic HF Radio System
Codan 2110M-B125 Military Base Radio
Codan 2110M Military Mobile Package
Codan Military HF Transceiver NGT MR
Codan HF Military Catalog
HF Military Tactical Data Products
   Codan Sprint Data Applications
   RM50E HF DATA MODEM
HF Encryption and Frequency Hopping
   CODAN Voice Encryptor for HF radio communications
Military Handsets H189/GR H250/U
   Crewmen Helmet AT DH-132(FRP)
   Military Headsets AT H-140/U, AT H-325, AT H-337/TSQ 97
   Military Helmet AT DH-132A K Ballistic (U-161)
   Military Headsets AT H-161D/U, H-161F/GR, H182/PT
   AT H-200 Military Headset
   Military Headset AT H-4610
   Military Headsets
Power Supplies Military
   Batteries Military
      CODAN 2110 Military Manpack HF Transceiver Batteries and Chargers
HF Amplifiers
   Codan 3160 Military HF Amplifier
   CODAN 500 W & 1 kW HF Power Amplifiers 3061 and 3062
HF Antennas Military
   HF Base Station Antennas Military
      HF Vertical Whip Antenna Codan 406
      HF Traveling Wave Dipole Antenna Codan TWD215/315/525
      HF Delta Antenna D230/330
      HF Semi-Delta Antenna Codan SD214
      HF Multi-Wire Broadband Dipole Antenna Codan 463
      HF Broadband Multi-wire Base Antennas BBA-120, BBA-120/E
      HF Broadband Multi-wire Base Antenna BBA-500, BBA-500/E, BBA1000, BBA1000/E
      HF Long Wire Antenna Codan 403
      HF Broadband Vertically Polarised Log Periodic Antenna
      AT HF RA Rhombic Antenna
      AT HFB 2-30 Biconical Dipole Antenna
      AT LPA HF Log Periodic Antennas
Mobile HF Antennas Military
   Mobile HF Antenna Codan 9350
Military HF Mobile Whip Antennas
HF Portable Antennas Military
  HF Tactical Broadband Dipole ATT FD 230
  HF Tactical Broadband Antenna AT SWQ-150M
CODAN Portable Tactical Antennas
HF Antenna Tuners Military
  Antenna Tuner AT T-1
  CODAN 9103 HF Automatic antenna tuner
  HF Antenna Tuner AT 4002
HF GPS Tracking Codan Internav Military
  HF GPS Tracking
CODAN HF/VHF Crosspatch Military
  CODAN HF/VHF Crosspatch
Tactical Masts
  AT TM Tactical Masts
HF SSB Transceiver
  CODAN Envoy Smartlink
  AT Voice -Logger
  AT GNSS-01 Multi System GPS Receiver
HF SSB Transceivers
  HF Transceiver Codan Envoy
  HF Manpack Transceiver Codan 2110
  Patrol 2110 Manpack Radio
  HF SSB Transceivers Codan NGT Series
  HF Transceiver Codan NGT SR
  HF Transceiver Codan NGT ASR
  HF SSB Transceiver Codan NGT VR
  HF Transceiver CODAN NGT SRx
CODAN HF SSB Radio Equipment Catalogue
HF Data Products
  Codan Chat HF Data Software
  Codan 3212 HF Data Modem
  HF Data Modem Codan 3012
  UUPlus software for HF modem
Encryption, Frequency Hopping
  CODAN Voice Encryptor for HF radio communications
  Codan Envoy Digital Voice
Power Supplies
  Power Supply
    Power Supply CODAN 3020
Solar Batteries
  CODAN Solar Power Supplies
Batteries
  CODAN 2110 Manpack HF Transceiver Batteries and Chargers
Hand Crank Generators
  AT Hand Crank Generators
  AT FCG1 Foot Crank Generator
  AT FCG2 Foot Crank Generator and Power Supply
HF Power Amplifiers
  HF Power Amplifiers 500 W & 1 kW HF Codan 3061 and 3062
HF Remote Control Equipment
  RW3 - Three-Radio Remote Set
  CODAN NGT HF Remote Control system
  CODAN NGT HF Split-site remote control system
HF Antennas
  HF Base Station Antennas
    HF Vertical Whip Antenna Codan 406
    HF Traveling Wave Dipole Antenna Codan TWD215/315/525
    HF Delta Loop Antenna D230/330
    HF Semi-Delta Antenna Codan SD214
    HF Multi-Wire Broadband Dipole Antenna Codan 463
    HF Broadband Multi-wire Dipole Antennas BBA-120, BBA-120E
    HF Broadband Multi-wire Dipole Antenna BBA-500, BBA-500/E, BBA1000
    BBA1000/E
    HF Long Wire Antenna Codan 403
Mobile HF Antennas
  Mobile HF Antenna Codan 9350
  Codan 3040 Automatic Whip Antenna
  AT-M TW HF Tapped Whip Antenna
HF Portable Antennas
  HF Portable Tactical Antennas Codan
HF Antenna Tuners
  HF Automatic antenna tuner Codan
HF Radiotelephone Interface
  Codan Telephone Interconnect
HF GPS Tracking Codan Internav
HF GPS Tracking
CODAN HF/VHF Crosspatch
  CODAN HF/VHF Repeater Crosspatch
Internet Remote Control Units
  Internet Remote Control Interface AT IP1